


Take-aways:

The Climate Survey is a tool for the Commander to use to determine what USAFA is 
doing well (and not so well) to provide the proper environment to allow all cadets 
and permanent party to reach their max potential.



Take-aways:

Respect is the top priority.

We asked the hard questions so we could get an accurate picture.



Take-aways:y

There are many strengths and weaknesses to the survey.  

Strength:

Anonymous assessment across the entire USAFA spectrum is measured across several 
demographics.

Weakness:

We don’t know the “Where”.  Questions did not always specify “it happened at USAFA”.

We don’t know the “Why”.  There is very little expanding information on responses – What do 
they fear?they fear?

No measure of “Severity” of problem(s) – i.e.‐ How unsafe do they feel?

There is a disconnect between these perceptions and formal reporting channels (SARC, EO, 
Security Forces)



Take-aways:y



Take-aways:

Good  overall statistical representation of populations:

Gender and 4 degrees slightly overrepresented

Racial minorities underrepresented

This is common on climate/culture surveys since it is often the only way to have 
their voice heard anonymously.  

Notes:

Updated Cadet response rate from previous versions includes those responses to 
questions but not all demographics previous response rate (1840 40%) was basedquestions, but not all demographics – previous response rate (1840- 40%) was based 
on responses to all questions including all demographics.



Take-aways:

The biggest Areas of Concern are:

Religious Freedom of Expression

Sexual Harassment

Physical Safety

Discrimination.

The Superintendent continues to emphasize “RESPECT” and “Freedom” as his 
priorities, and has directed his staff to focus their efforts on:

Continued religious freedom of expression issues

Continuum of gender issues resulting in sexual assault

Serious nature of physical safety

Disrespectful behavior related to discrimination and harassment.





Take-aways:

There is improvement since 2007 for non-Christians NOT feeling pressure to be involved in religious 
activities.  

There is a concurrent decline in Christians NOT feeling pressure to be involved in religious activities. 

Overall , there  are rare occurrences of unwanted proselytizing and unwanted religious discussion. In 
an effort to further enhance our USAFA efforts in support of religious freedom, the Supt worked with 
the Anti-Defamation League to develop additional questions which would shed some insight.   These 
questions are depicted at the bottom of the slide The mean suggests a slight difference in demographicquestions are depicted at the bottom of the slide.  The mean suggests a slight difference in demographic 
groups, but the leadership requested more detailed information so an additional 2 slides were created 
(bar charts of the same questions).

Caution: We also want to ensure that not only is “RESPECT”  considered by all, but also, 
“FREEDOM” is considered.



Take-aways:

The long term trends for religious tolerance are good.

Since 1998, fewer cadets believe there is a low tolerance for those that do not follow 
a religion.

However, there was a 20% increase in the 2009 survey that might be suggestive of a 
problem. We need to pay attention to this, but we must also realize that the 9 yr 
trend prior to this survey was DOWN, so this may be an anomalous data point, or it 
may be a significant problem. 

Since 1998, there is an increase in percentage of cadets who have NOT felt pressure
to attend religious activities at USAFA. 

Why is this important?

It suggests that USAFA has made significant improvement in religious freedom in 
the past 10 yearsthe past 10 years.



Take-aways:

The primary concern is those who answered “Very Often” or “Often”.

There were no differences with regard to organization, class year, race, gender, and 
USAFA graduate, employment, or IC status. 

These slides were developed when leadership asked for a follow on analysis of the 
initial analysis was conducted (slide 6).
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If “once or twice” is combined with “never” for the 2009 data, only 18% of the 
religious minority permanent party (14 people) experience unwanted proselytizing 
and pressure to engage in religious discussions “sometimes” or more often. 

2006 and 2009 PPCS items were similar (not the same)(collapsed scales used), 
therefore only very general comparisons used in conjunction with other data should 
be made. 

•2006 – Since September 2004, at the Academy:  (1= no; 2-5 = yes)

•Have you personally experienced proselytization in your unit?

•Have you personally felt pressure to engage in a religious discussion 
in your unit when you didn’t want to?

•2009 - How often during the past 12 months have you been in situations 
when someone:   (1 = never; 2 = once or twice; 3 = sometimes; 4 = often 
and 5 = very often) 

•Has subjected you to unwanted religious proselytization?

•Has made unwanted attempts to draw you into a discussion ofHas made unwanted attempts to draw you into a discussion of 
religious matters?



Take-aways:

Encouraging finding that there is an overall decline in permanent party that report 
religious tolerance is a problem.

However, large gaps still exist between religious minority and majority groups.  
Al t h lf f li i i it th t i i t d ith li iAlmost half of religious minority agrees that issues associated with religious 
tolerance still exist. 

There is an overall decrease in permanent party that report “the climate fosters 
religious freedom”. 

This is indicative of the religious majority reporting that they feel their “freedom of 
speech” is hindered.

This assessment is more clearly depicted on the next slide.



Take-aways:

These findings suggest more Christians feel a lack of religious freedom with continued emphasis 
of legal restrictions on unwanted proselytizing.

The emphasis on not holding “unwanted discussions” and “unwanted 
proselytizing” continues to be hammered home.

Thi i i t t d b i f i t “F d f S h”This is interpreted by some as an infringement on “Freedom of Speech”.

There is a larger decrease in Religious Freedom perceptions for the Religious Majority than the 
Religious Minority.

Religious Majority: 15% decrease (91.5% - 76.5%)

Religious Minority: 8.2% decrease (72.6 – 64.4%)Religious Minority: 8.2% decrease (72.6 64.4%)



Take-aways:

The largest decrease in perceived religious freedom is in enlisted and civilian staff. 

Enlisted staff: Decrease from 92.0% to 77.0%  (15% decrease)

Civilian Staff: Decrease from 88.8% to 69.1%  (19.7% decrease)



Take-aways:

Overall Religious Freedom trends are decreasing slightly. 

This decrease represents two problems:

1.  Religious minority feeling unwanted “Proselytization”

2.  Religious majority feeling “Freedom of Speech is infringed upon”

Various MEs are experiencing both upward and downward trends.

Increases in reported religious freedom: DF, PL and 306FTG

Decreases in reported religious freedom: HQ, AD, CW, 10 ABW





Take-aways:

There are still some concerns over Gender Relations.

There are some positive decreases in: “Males feeling discriminated against and not getting as much consideration as 
females”, and “Women are given preferential treatment”.  While the decreases are positive, it should be noted that more 
men believe women get preferential treatment especially with regard to consideration for discrimination.

There is a significant increase in the “Sexual harassment occurs” questions but this is an example of how changing theThere is a significant increase in the Sexual harassment occurs  questions, but this is an example of how changing the 
question doesn’t allow trend analysis to translate completely.  In this case, the comparison is very tenuous because the 
question coverage changed from a small area (“my unit”) to “all of USAFA”.  So, while it “may not happen in my unit, I 
know it happens at USAFA”.  It can also be noted that more than half the permanent party believe sexual harassment 
occurs at USAFA and more women believe it than men. 

Notes: 

Here is how the question regarding Sexual Harassment occurs changed:Here is how the question regarding Sexual Harassment occurs changed:

2004, 2006, and 2009 PPCS items were similar (not the same)(collapsed scales used), therefore only very general 
comparisons used in conjunction with other data should be made.

•2004 – Since April 2003, I feel (for permanent party military and civilian personnel):  (1=strongly disagree;  
6=strongly agree)

•Sexual harassment occurs in my unit.

•2006 – Since September 2004, in my unit (work group):  (1=strongly disagree; 6=strongly agree)

•Sexual harassment occurs.

•2009 – Please consider only your USAFA experiences beginning Fall 2008 or since you joined USAFA if after 
2008:  (1=strongly disagree; 4=strongly agree)

•Sexual harassment occurs.



Take-aways:

When compared to the latest available USAF data (2006), USAFA percentages are 
better than the USAF percentages were then. We strive for continued improvement, 
but this is a positive data point.

N tNotes:

Data is from the 2006 DMDC (Defense Manpower Data Center) data.





Take-aways:

Overall, the numbers of those who “fear for their safety” is relatively small, but 
nonetheless, we continue to focus our efforts on Respect.

It is instructive to note, that when it comes to Gender, the minority (females) are the 
h t ft f f th i f t b t h it t th R li i B li fones who most often fear for their safety; but when it comes to the Religious Belief 

and Race categories, it is the majority who most often fear for their safety.





Take-aways:

Weak or ambiguous questions caused some consternation when the “answers” are 
too vague to take action on. 

Question 13 is an example of a question that asked about two distinct things 
(di i i ti d h t) i ti Th f ll ti (14 d(discrimination and harassment) in one question.  The follow-up questions (14 and 
15) further confuse the issue regarding the answers.

The breakout of “experienced” and “witnessed” for the subsequent questions was 
done by USAFA analysts for additional clarity of the results.



Take-aways:

Not defining  all parts of all questions led to some vague and inactionable issues.  

While Discrimination and Harassment were defined (see below), other descriptors (such as 
Terrorized, Tormented, Oppressed) were not.  Without well defined meanings, we can’t 
easily identify or stop such acts from happening.

Discrimination – illegal treatment of a person or group based on race, color, national origin, 
religion, sex, age, or disability.

Harassment – a course of conduct directed at a specific person that causes substantial 
emotional distress in such a person and serves no legitimate purpose.

The discrimination and harassment question series included these 3 serious forms that 
indicate physical safety was at risk. Each form will be presented with the number reporting 
“EXPERIENCED” as well as location and source/perpetrator descriptors. 

Data are reported ONLY for those that answered “yes” to the question, “Have you ever 
experienced or witnessed discrimination or harassment (even subtly) at USAFA?”



Take-aways:y

The majority of cadets and permanent party do not experience or witness harassment 
or discrimination. 

This is another example of a poorly worded question  that asks more than one thing 
( i d/ it d/di i i ti /h t) i ti(experienced/witnessed/discrimination/harassment) in one question.  

Notes:

28% of PP and 42% of cadets do experience or witness harassment/discrimination. 



Take-aways:

For Cadets and Permanent Party, Gender is the primary reason for “experienced 
harassment/discrimination“.

For Permanent Party, Race and Employment Status (civilian or military) are 
dditi ladditional reasons.

For Cadets, Race and IC status are additional reasons.  

Notes:

Those who report significantly more harassment/discrimination:

Women more than men

Racial minority more than racial majority

Civilians more than militaryCivilians more than military 

ICs more than non-ICs



Take-aways:

While unacceptable, as one can expect, most discrimination occurs in the location 
where people spend the most time.

For cadets, most discrimination/harassment occurs in the squadron and Mitchell 
H llHall.

For permanent party, most discrimination/harassment occurs primarily in the 
employee’s work/duty center or in another’s office/work or duty center.



Take-aways:

Discrimination and harassment come from many different sources.  It is not unique to any 
one demographic group.

Purely by overall percentage of occurrence, the worst perpetrators for cadets were primarily: 
male, cadets senior to them or cadets in their class. 

Purely by overall percentage of occurrence, the worst perpetrators for permanent party were 
primarily male, supervisors and co-workers, and both officer and civilian.

While males are the largest perpetrators in both the cadet and permanent party, this 
shouldn’t come as a surprise given the overwhelming majority they represent in each 
category.

Interesting  note:

Females are the source of discrimination and harassment at approximately half the rate of 
males (cadets: 7% vs. 16%, permanent party: 6% vs. 9%), yet they are a significantly 
smaller population in both demographic groups (female cadets:  ~20%, female permanent 
party: ~37%).  This could translate to a higher per capita incident rate with the female as 
the source.



Take-aways:

The following slides will go into detail  on forms, locations, and sources of 
discrimination/harassment.

The number of cadets who report incidents of discrimination/harassment is 
i ifi tl l th b th th l ti dsignificantly lower than both the locations and sources.  

This translates to: those reporting incidents, have multiple incidents to report.



Take-aways:

We take the threats to physical safety seriously.

While the numbers in these categories are very low (2% and lower), some could 
represent significant misconduct.  All are unacceptable and we are taking actions to 
drive them even lower.

The majority of harassment/discrimination forms are: 

Being insulted/offended

Glances/looked down upon

Ignored/snubbed/excluded

Taunted/ridiculedTaunted/ridiculed

Although these are unacceptable behaviors, they are not as dangerous as the items 
highlighted in pink.



Take-aways:

23 cadets and 9 permanent party reported they experienced actual physical assault or 
injury. 

This question does not separate out Assault from injury, so it could pose a problem with 
i t t tiinterpretation.

Notes:  

It occurred most often in the squadron for cadets and work unit for permanent party.

The most prominent source for both cadets and permanent party is their peersThe most prominent source for both cadets and permanent party is their peers. 



Take-aways:

39 cadets and 26 permanent party report being terrorized/tormented.

“Terrorized” and “Tormented” were not defined. This could be problematic because 
of interpretation.

For example, 706 freshman cadets (38.7% of total respondents) took the survey.  BCT 
and the freshman experience was fresh in their minds – how do you tell if they were 
“terrorized” or “tormented” because of discrimination/harassment, or because of the 
standard BCT/freshman experience?

Notes:

It occurred most often in the squadron for cadets and work unit for permanent party. 

Most prominent perpetrators for cadets were both their peers and cadets senior to them. 

Most prominent perpetrators for permanent party was primarily supervisors. 



Take-aways:

25 cadets and 10 permanent party reported threats of physical violence and stalking.

“Stalking” was not defined. This could be problematic because of interpretation.

Notes:

It occurred most often in the squadron for cadets and work unit for permanent party. 

Most prominent perpetrators for cadets were both their peers. 

Most prominent perpetrators for permanent party was primarily co-workers. 



Take-aways:

For Cadets and Permanent Party, Gender is the primary reason for “experienced 
harassment/discrimination“.

For Permanent Party, Race and Employment Status (civilian or military) are 
dditi ladditional reasons

For Cadets, Race and IC status are additional reasons.  

Notes:

Those who report significantly more harassment/discrimination:

Women more than men

Racial minority more than racial majority

Civilians more than militaryCivilians more than military 

ICs more than non-ICs



Take-aways:

A “perception gap” still exists.

This slide is part of the Perception Campaign that we are conducting.  It  highlights  
the perception gap that exists because there is a perception that females and 

i iti d ’t h l l d hi t iti ( t d i th Cli tminorities don’t have equal leadership opportunities (noted in the Climate 
Assessment Survey), when in fact a look at the cadet leadership for Fall 2010 (class 
2011) shows that they do have fair representation across the leadership spectrum.

The green bar reflects the population of the demographic group at USAFA.  In a 
“Perfect” world, all the other colored bars would be equal to the green bar.  Gender 

d t d b th Cli t A t S t b th t iand race are reported by the Climate Assessment Survey to be the two primary 
groups discriminated against; but this slide clearly shows that gender and race are  
fairly represented across the CW leadership.





Take-aways:

The cadet culture and climate mirrors the permanent party.  

Addressing issues in the permanent party should also facilitate improvements in the 
cadet culture and climate.



Take-aways:

We have a variety of strengths to continue.



Take-aways:

Our strengths focus on opportunities and overall climate to work in.



Take-aways:

We are winning the battle against Cadet Cynicism.  There are significant drops in 
those who perceive widespread cadet cynicism at USAFA and the Prep School.

Notes:

Those permanent party who believe that the USAFA culture contributes to cadet 
cynicism, decreased from 79.8% 55.6%.

Those permanent party who believe that cynicism at the PL is widespread decreasedThose permanent party who believe that cynicism at the PL is widespread decreased 
from 82.8% to 57.4%.

The bottom bar chart shows that there are still perceptions of “Reverse 
discrimination”.

These trends are very encouraging! This is a direct result of strategic efforts, 
through all Mission Elements, to combat cadet cynicism.



Take-aways:

The goal is to be lined up with the center line (Equally Accepted).  

Gender, Race and Religion are all moving in the right direction when compared to 2007.

Notes:

All cadets agree, but women especially, that women are less accepted in the wing.

Religious minorities believe they are less accepted in the wing than religious majority and no 
preference; unchanged from 2007. 



Take-aways:

The goal is to be lined up with the center line (Equally Accepted).  

Gender Minority and Racial Minority are moving in the right direction (to 
centerline).  

Gender Majority and Racial Majority are moving in the wrong direction (away 
from centerline).

Caution:

We tend to see this represented as a “zero sum” game between the majority andWe tend to see this represented as a zero sum  game between the majority and 
minority.  Often as the minority group feels more “opportunity”, the majority will 
feel there is more “favoritism” for that group.

This is an example of where “Perception” and “Reality” may differ.  We are making 
strong efforts to educate the people on what ground truth really is.  For example, 
while the perception exists that women and racial minorities don’t have fairwhile the perception exists that women and racial minorities don’t have fair 
opportunities to lead, the slide showing Leadership Opportunities (slide 35) shows 
that, in fact they are fairly represented across the entire Cadet Wing leadership.



Take-aways:

The goal is to be lined up with the center line (Equally Accepted).  

None of these demographic groups moved significantly from 2007.  

This is the first year we tracked a difference by gender. It is apparent that while 
females perceive that they receive slightly less than equitable treatment, males 
perceive that females get “favoritism” when it comes to academics.

Gender perceptions of unequal treatment continue.

Notes:

In this and the next 3 charts, data reflect cadet perceptions of equity. 

The  “All Cadets” data are biased to represent white, male, non-IC Christians 
because they are a significantly larger majority then their counterparts. y g y g j y p



Take-aways:

Racial minorities and ICs feel more equitable.

Although, women also feel more equitably graded, there is still a large difference on gender. 

In addition, ICs are perceived to have slightly less favorable military grading overall.



Take-aways:

The goal is to be lined up with the center line (Equally Accepted).  

Gender  minority and IC demographic groups moved significantly from 2007.  

Gender perceptions of unequal treatment continue. This is for both minority and majority. 

Notes:

For gender inequities, women feel their grading is more equitable, but men still feel women get more 
favorable grading. 

There is a change in the IC subgroup difference since 2007.  ICs agree with non-ICs that they receive 
more favorable gradingmore favorable grading. 

There are several possible reasons for the perceived inequities by gender and IC status:

Different requirements for the PFT based on gender (mentioned most)

PE Class requirements for ICs



Take-aways:

The goal is to be to the far right, as people become more accepting of those who are different from them.

In general, cadets have become more accepting of those different from themselves. 

There was a statistically significant increase on “Acceptance of different Religious backgrounds” .

Christians had the most significant increase.g

Non-Christians had the least significant increase.

The exception to this positive trend is the sexual orientation groups.

17.4% of cadets (330 cadets) have become less accepting of these sexual orientation groups.

Permanent party do not attribute USAFA to any changes in their acceptance of the different groups.

In a perfect world:  We would have all categories, move significantly to the right.  Demonstrating that we are 
accepting of all people who are “different” than “me”.

Why is this important? This slide reflects respect for human dignity and appreciation of diversity which is part of 
character development, Strategic Goal #1 Focus on character and leadership development and USAFA Outcome 2 
Respect for Human Dignity. 



Take-aways:

Senior Leadership asked for a more detailed look at the only categories where cadets were 
“less accepting”.

Weakness in the question:  We don’t know what the cadet’s “baseline” attitude was prior to 
arrival at USAFA.

The “No Change” category contains unknown percentages of cadets that entered USAFA 
with positive, negative or neutral attitudes that did not change. This is true for permanent 
party responses to this question as well.

Strength in the program:  Generally speaking, as cadets spend more time at USAFA, they 
tend to become more accepting.  For example, the more accepting percentages increase 
from 2013 to 2010from 2013 to 2010.

Notes:

There were no differences with regard to race, gender, and IC status.

With regard to religion, “Christian, not Evangelical” had more cadets that became MORE 
accepting than the other religions and Buddhism had fewer cadets that became LESS p g g
accepting. 
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Take-aways:

Overall environment is positive and healthy.  It sets the stage for positive mission 
accomplishment.



Take-aways:

While there are many improvements, we’re still not at the finish line.  There 
continue to be areas of concern that we must focus on.



Take-aways:

USAFA has a robust system of programmatic efforts and initiatives.



Take-aways:

Survey results have been disseminated from the Supt down through the ME chains 
of command.

Focus is on:

Emphasize Respect and confronting on the spot.

Reach out to most vulnerable populations – Investigate the      

WHY/WHERE/HOW CAN WE HELP?



Take-aways:

We are conducting a Social Norming campaign to identify model and promote the healthy protectiveWe are conducting a Social Norming campaign to identify, model and promote the healthy, protective 
behaviors that are the demonstrable norm among students.

Social Norming is an “evidence-based, data-driven process, & very cost-effective method of achieving 
large-scale positive results.” The process relies on surveys and other assessments as part of the up-front 
work to create the campaign.

There is a substantial body of theoretical literature which grounds the approach, as well as studies that 
indicates it’s quite effective.  In effect, Social Norms creates a “positive peer pressure” approach toward 
desired behaviors.

We are conducting a Perception Campaign to educate the audience and combat inaccurate perceptions.

For example while the perception exists that minority groups don’t have equal representation in cadetFor example, while the perception exists that minority groups don t have equal representation in cadet 
leadership roles, it can be proven that demographic groups do in fact have equal representation when 
the opportunities are looked at in the aggregate.

We are currently conducting follow on analyses to include Comment Analysis and Focus Groups. 

Focus groups are being conducted in both USAFA-wide and ME-specific settings.



Take-aways:

Efforts continue on various fronts:

USAFA Diversity Office

CCLD and CWP

Helping agencies

Improving the future Climate Assessment Survey to ensure survey questions result in 
“more actionable” answers.



Take-aways:

We have a vast array of programs and agencies to help build a positive
environment.



Take-aways:

Chaplain efforts span the life of the cadet starting with BCT and then continuing on 
through the USAFA experience.

Religious Respect Conference will bring together various nationally recognized 
f ithfaith groups.

Notes:

“Chaplain and Dean staffs have recognized a growing body of academic & DoD
literature (for example JP-105, Religious Affairs in Joint Operations) analyzing the 
impact of religion on operations. They have started a series of “brown-bag” of talks 
on the subject. Dr Pauletta Otis recently spoke on the subject. Dr Otis is Professor 
of Security Studies at the Command and Staff College, Marine Corps University.”



Take-aways:

Chaplain will explore methods to integrate “Respect for Religious Freedom” more 
fully with the mission of “developing Officers of Character”.



Take-aways:

Women’s forums allow USAFA senior leadership to keep their finger on the pulse of the 
climate among USAFA women.
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Take-aways:

Training for cadets is conducted both by “year group” and by “Cadet Wing”.  

Some efforts are focused upon a target audience.

Other efforts are focused across the entire Cadet Wing.



Take-aways:

USAFA has a very robust SARC program.  It starts from “Day 1” and is executed 
across all MEs. 



Take-aways:

SARC is exploring ways to better reach the cadet generation (email, text, Facebook) 
and re‐inforce the “seek‐help” behavior.



Take-aways:

EO is engaged and continuing to improve relationships with Affinity Groups such as 
Way of Life (African American), Pacific Rim (Asian American), and Los Padrinos 
(Hispanic American), Native American Heritage Club, International Cadet Club.

EO i ki “O t h” t tiEO is working on “Outreach” to encourage reporting.



Take-aways:

Community Action Information Board focuses on Permanent Party and Cadets from 
Day 1 Newcomer’s Orientation through day-to-day programs such as the Employee 
Assistance and Military Family Life.



Take-aways:

PEERs is a success story.  It is a very successful cadet run program because the 
cadet PEERs are integrated into the squadron and have  a great sense of “ground 
truth”.  They are trusted within the cadet wing.



Take-aways:

The Multicultural Council is another cadet-run success story.  

Cadet leaders come from a variety of cultural clubs/affinity groups and provide a 
great forum for up-channeling issues to USAFA senior leadership.



Take-aways:

USAFA goes to great lengths to provide opportunities for minority groups to gather 
for support.



Take-aways:

The USAFA/IG  is a dual-edged sword.  It can be used to alert the Commander of 
issues affecting USAFA, and it can also be used when the chain of command is 
“part of the problem”.



Take-aways:

USAFA Peak Performance Center is focused on supporting cadets.

Their staff is highly trained to deal with many issues the cadets face.



Take-aways:

The Peak Performance Center supports cadets in a wide variety of ways.



Take-aways:

USAFA promotes a strong support environment for the International cadets.  
International cadets have access to all support services at USAFA.



Take-aways:

The Climate Survey is a tool for the Commander to use to determine what USAFA is 
doing well (and not so well) to provide the proper environment to allow all cadets 
and permanent party to reach their max potential.

W ’ id tifi d t th d k ith th Cli t S llWe’ve identified some strengths and weaknesses with the Climate Survey, as well as 
Areas of Concern.

The biggest Areas of Concern are:  

Religious Freedom of Expression

Sexual HarassmentSexual Harassment

Physical Safety 

Discrimination

The Superintendent continues to emphasize “RESPECT” and “Freedom” as his 
priorities, and has directed his staff to focus their efforts on:

Continued religious freedom of expression issues

Continuum of gender issues resulting in sexual assault

Serious nature of physical safety

Disrespectful behavior related to discrimination and harassment.




